Courageous Leadership Bill Hybels

William Hybels (born December 12, 1951) is an American church figure and author. He is the founding and former senior pastor of Willow Creek Community Church in South Barrington, Illinois, one of the most attended churches in North America, with an average attendance of nearly 24,000 as of late 2018. He is the founder of the Willow Creek Association and creator of the Global Leadership Summit.

Alleged Victim of Bill Hybels Tells Story of How Church ...
For me, effective church leadership is leading by the word. Leading by the word simply refers to the incidence of leadership based on the teachings of the Holy Bible. In practical terms, it refers to exercising leadership with the great influence of:
1. The precepts of the Holy Bible
2. The Lord Jesus Christ: what He said, did and directed

Confronting Toxic Christianity | Toxic Christianity

In reality RZIM needs to shut down, period. Ravi's theology was not biblical to begin with—usually that's the case with any leader who is in deep sexual sin, ie, Bill Hybels, Carl Lentz, Tullian Tchividian, & on & on. Ravi promoted the Mormon religion by preaching in their church & saying they worship the same God.

Where There Is No Vision... (Proverbs 29:18) | Tim Challies

Bill Hybels Truth; One things for sure: without intentional planning, prioritization, decision making, and leadership, and a whole lot of course corrections along the way, a church will never experience sustained evangelistic fruitfulness. This is not something churches drift into naturally or on their own.

Statement by Dallas Jenkins, Former Harvest Bible Chapel...

Ortberg also made no effort to alert other church leadership to the situation. [20] ... 1-could have been courageous and gotten help for the struggling adult – his own – and ... I read the transcript for Julie Roys' podcast "Lawyer for Bill Hybels' Victims Shares Inside Story".
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